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Abstract
Indefinite kernels arise in practice, e.g. from
problem-specific kernel construction. Therefore, it is
necessary to understand the behavior and suitability of
classifiers in the corresponding indefinite inner product
spaces. In this paper we address the Indefinite Kernel
Fisher Discriminant (IKFD). First, we give the geometric interpretation of the Fisher Discriminant in indefinite inner product spaces. We show that IKFD is closely
related to the well-known formulation of the traditional
Kernel Fisher Discriminant derived for positive definite
kernels. Practical implications are that IKFD can be
directly applied to indefinite kernels without manipulation of the kernel matrix. Experiments demonstrate the
geometrically intuitive classification and enable comparisons to other indefinite kernel classifiers.

1. Introduction
Indefinite kernels arise in practice when derived
from non-Euclidean distances, by incorporation of invariance into similarity measures, via robust template
matching procedures, or by combination of multiple
kernel matrices. However, kernel methods are mostly
(and frequently wrongly) considered to be restricted to
positive definite kernels. The mathematical elegance of
kernel-based approaches can be extended to indefinite
kernels, leading to powerful learning methods. It is,
therefore, crucial to understand the geometry, behavior
and suitability of kernel algorithms in the corresponding indefinite inner product spaces. This has successfully been demonstrated for, e.g. Generalized Nearest
Mean Classifiers [9], Support Vector Machines [4] or
regression methods [8, 1].
Kernel Fisher Discriminant (KFD) has been proposed in [6, 7] as a kernel-based formulation of the
traditional Fisher Linear Discriminant [2]. In this paper, we address the Indefinite Kernel Fisher Discriminant (IKFD) as a natural extension of KFD to indefinite
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kernels. We will provide a geometrical interpretation,
a kernelized algorithm and explain the relation to other
relevant techniques in the indefinite case.

2. Data Representation in Indefinite Spaces
The so-called pseudo-Euclidean (pE) spaces [3] with
their non-degenerate indefinite inner product are suitable for representing indefinite kernels for finite data.
We briefly recall some basics of these spaces required
for the further derivations; see [3] for details. A
pE space is a direct sum of two Euclidean spaces
R(p,q) := Rp ⊕ Rq for p, q ∈ N0 with the inner product h·, ·ipE := h·, ·iRp − h·, ·iRq based on the traditional inner products of Rp and Rq . The pair (p, q) is
the signature of the pE space. For p, q > 0, the inner
product is indefinite and can be written as a matrixvector multiplication by hx, x′ ipE = xT Jx′ with the
matrix J = diag(1p , −1q ), where 1p ∈ Rp denotes
the p-dimensional vector of all ones. Hence, the inner product is positive definite on Rp and negative definite on Rq . The indefinite inner product defines a
2
squared norm, as usual, kxkpE := hx, xipE , which
2
consequently defines the squared distances kx − x′ kpE .
The space Rp+q with the usual positive definite inner
product hx, x′ i := xT x′ is called the associated Euclidean space. Linear decision functions in pE spaces
are based on a normal vector w ∈ R(p,q) and bias b ∈ R
as f (x) = hw, xipE + b = wT Jx + b. These spaces
face some geometrical particularities, such as vectors
with negative squared norm or negative squared distances, and notions of orthogonality which differ from
the usual Euclidean notion. In particular, the pE orthogonality corresponds to Euclidean orthogonality after reflection with the elementary symmetry J, which is important for understanding linear classifiers, cf. Fig. 1.
These spaces are relevant for pattern analysis as they
allow embeddings of arbitrary symmetric dissimilarity
data [3, 9] or data with indefinite kernels. Hence, they
provide the geometry for data analysis algorithms. We

assume to have the training data X = {xi }ni=1 ⊂ X
from a general object space X with binary labels y =
(yi )ni=1 , yi ∈ {±1}. The number of positive and negative examples is n+ and n− , respectively. The set
of indices of each class are I+ := {i : yi = +1}
and I− := {i : yi = −1}. A symmetric but possibly indefinite kernel function k(x, x′ ) induces the kernel matrix K = (k(xi , xj ))ni,j=1 . By singular value
decomposition of K one can construct an embedding
Φ : X → R(p,q) into a pE-space R(p,q) such that k is the
indefinite inner product k(xi , xj ) = hΦ(xi ), Φ(xj )ipE .
We abbreviate the matrix of mapped training data as
Φ = [Φ(x1 ), . . . , Φ(xn )], which implies
P that K =
ΦT JΦ. The class means are µ+ := n1+ i∈I+ Φ(xi )
P
and µ− := n1− i∈I− Φ(xi ).

3. Indefinite KFD
Given the indefinite kernel matrix and the embedded data in a pE space, the linear Fisher Discriminant
f (x) = hw, Φ(x)ipE + b is based on a weight vector w
such that the between-class scatter is maximized while
the within-class scatter is minimized along w. This direction is obtained by maximizing the Fisher criterion

®
w, ΣB
pE w pE
E .
(1)
J(w) := D
w, ΣW
pE w
pE

Here, the operation of the pseudo-Euclidean betweenclass scatter matrix is given by ΣB
pE w = (µ+ −

®
µ− ) µ+ −µ− , w pE = (µ+ − µ− )(µ+ − µ− )T Jw.
B
B
Hence, we can write ΣB
pE = Σ J, where Σ = (µ+ −
T
µ− )(µ+ − µ− ) is the Euclidean between-class scatter matrix in the associated Euclidean space. Similarly, the within-class scatter matrix can be expressed
W
as ΣW
with the Euclidean within-class scatpE := Σ J P
W
ter matrix Σ := i∈I+ (Φ(xi )−µ+ )(Φ(xi )−µ+ )T +
P
)T . The bias in the
i∈I− (Φ(xi ) − µ− )(Φ(xi ) − µ−
®
classifier can be chosen as b = − 12 w, µ+ +µ− pE .
The first important result is a geometric interpretation of the indefinite Fisher Discriminant: inserting
these representations and substituting v = Jw into the
Fisher criterion (1) and the discriminant function yields
J(w) = vT ΣB v/(vT ΣW v) while f (x) = vT Φ(x)+b
with b = − 12 vT (µ+ + µ− ). This means that the Fisher
Discriminant in the pE space R(p,q) is identical to the
Fisher Discriminant in the associated Euclidean space
Rp+q . This is by far not clear a-priori and not valid for
other indefinite kernel classifiers, e.g. indefinite SVM.
A kernel method should avoid such explicit embeddings into a pE space and constructions of new inner products based on eigendecompositions. The ker-

nel function should only be used, instead. And indeed, IKFD can exactly be obtained in such a kernelized form by using the original indefinite kernel.
The normal w ∈ R(p,q) can be expressed as a linear
combination
of the training data Φ(xi ). So, we have
Pn
w = i=1 αi Φ(xi ) = Φα with the coefficient vector
α = (αi )ni=1 ∈ Rn . In addition, we also introduce the
coefficient vector c+ with the entries (c+ )i = 1/n+ for
i ∈ I+ and (c+ )i = 0, otherwise and, similarly, c− with
the entries (c− )i = 1/n− for i ∈ I− and (c− )i = 0, otherwise. This allows us to compactly write µ+ −µ− =
Φ(c+ −c− ). By using C := (c+ −c− )(c+ −c− )T , as a
result, the numerator of (1) can be rewritten as

®
T
T
w, ΣB
pE w pE = (Φα) J(µ+−µ− )(µ+−µ− ) JΦα
= αT ΦT JΦ(c+ − c− )(c+ − c− )T ΦT JΦα
= αT ΦT JΦCΦT JΦα = αT KCKα
thanks to K = ΦT JΦ being the given indefinite kernel
matrix. Concerning the denominator, we decompose
Φ into images of the positive class Φ+ ∈ Rn×n+ and
images of the negative class Φ− ∈ Rn×n− . Similarly,
the kernel matrix is decomposed into K+ = ΦT JΦ+ ∈
Rn×n+ and K− = ΦT JΦ− ∈ Rn×n− . Using these definitions and some elementary reformulations, the withinclass scatter matrix for the positive class is
X
(Φ(xi ) − µ+ )(Φ(xi ) − µ+ )T =
i∈I+
1
Φ+ (In+ −
1n 1T )ΦT = Φ+ H+ ΦT+
n+ + n+ +
with the centering matrix H+ = In+ − n1+ 1n+ 1Tn+ ,
and identity matrix In+ ∈ Rn+ ×n+ . A similar derivation with an analogous definition of H− can be done for
the within-class scatter matrix of the other class. Consequently, the denominator of (1) becomes

®
w, ΣW
pE w pE
³
´
= αT ΦT J Φ+ H+ ΦT+ + Φ− H− ΦT− JΦα
¢
¡
= αT K+ H+ KT+ + K− H− KT− α.
The objective function to be maximized for IKFD
is now identical to the original KFD criterion (valid
for the positive definite case), but involves an indefiT
Mα
nite kernel matrix: J(α) = α
αT Nα Twith the matrices
M := KCK and N := K+ H+ K+ + K− H− KT− .
Note that M and N are positive semidefinite by construction. Since N is in general singular, a slight regularization is used, e.g. Nβ := N + βIn with a parameter
β > 0. We know that the solution α can be obtained
as the leading eigenvector of N−1
β M. A simplified solution is based on the insight that rank(M) = 1, mapping vectors to the span of K(c+ − c− ). Hence, one
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Table 1. Checkerboard example. Measures of indefiniteness and test errors.
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Figure 1. Linear separation based on an
indefinite linear kernel.
can directly obtain the solution α = N−1
β K(c+ −c− ).
After training of the IKFD in the kernel form, classification also naturally relies
Pnon taking the sign of the
kernel expansion f (x) = i=1 αi k(xi , x) + b, where
b = − 12 αT ( n1+ K+ 1n+ + n1− K− 1n− ). Starting with the
original KFD formulation for positive definite kernels
one could presume that the KFD might be heuristically
applicable for indefinite kernels. Our derivation shows
that this is based on a theoretic basis and an intuitive
geometrical interpretation. Hence, IKFD is a sound
method for indefinite kernels.

4. Experiments
All experiments are performed by using the
MATLAB-toolbox PRtools (http://prtools.org).
We use two reference kernel classifiers: indefinite SVM
(ISVM) and indefinite kernel nearest mean classifier
(IKNMC), based on the decision function f (x) :=
°
°
°
°
°µ− − Φ(x)°2 − °µ+ − Φ(x)°2 and becomes a linpE
pE
ear discriminant with w := µ+−µ− and b as for IKFD.
The first example is an artificial indefinite data set
consisting of two normally distributed point clouds in
R(1,1) plotted in Fig. 1. The horizontal axis is the subspace with positive signature, the vertical axis the space
with negative signature. The pE inner product is taken
as a kernel, which results in linear classification boundaries for all considered classifiers.
The intuitively good, and “Euclidean-like” classification of the indefinite data set by IKFD is obvious.
This is a confirmation of the geometrical interpretation from Sec. 3. Other classifiers such as IKNMC and
ISVM suffer from the implicit reflection of the decision
normal w by the multiplication with J in the indefinite
inner product. Note, that in the given example, both
ISVM and IKFD will converge towards the IKNMC
boundary if the regularization parameters C → 0 and
β → ∞, respectively.
As a further example we consider an artificial 4 × 4
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Figure 2. Indefinite invariant-kernel classifiers for the checkerboard data.
checkerboard data set based on a uniform distribution
on [−2, 2]2 ⊂ R2 , cf. Fig. 2. A practical source of indefiniteness is incorporation of invariance into kernels.
Here, it is done by combining different
kernels into a
P
new one. Let us denote d(x, x′ ) := i=1,2 |(x)i−(x′ )i |2
and the kernel k(x, x′ ) := exp(−d(x, x′ )2 /σ 2 ). As
prior knowledge we observe that the problem is invariant wrt. the point reflection τ (x) := −x through
the origin. We incorporate this prior knowledge by
combining two kernels into a new one: k̄(x, x′ ) :=
max(k(x, x′ ), k(x, τ (x′ )), which can alternatively be
motivated by invariant distances [5]. Application on a
random training data set of 50 + 50 samples yields an
indefinite kernel matrix and corresponding data representations in pE spaces R(p,q) for each σ. In addition to
the signature (p, q), Tab. 1 gives
¢ P
¡Pfurther quantifications
of the indefiniteness by r :=
i |λi |),
λi <0 |λi | / (
the ratio of negative variance to overall variance measured by the sums of eigenvalues λi of K. A 10-fold
cross-validation was performed on the training set for
each of the listed σ to determine the regularization parameter for IKFD among β = 10−4 , 10−3 , . . . , 102 and
for ISVM among C = 10−2 , 10−1 , . . . , 104 . The chosen
regularization parameters and the corresponding test errors (500 + 500 samples) are reported in Tab. 1. The
resulting classifiers (with σ also being selected in crossvalidation) are illustrated in Fig. 2. The parameters are:
β = 1, σ = 0.5 for IKFD, C = 1, σ = 0.1 for ISVM, and

Table 2. Polygon example. Average signatures and test-errors.
γ
0.2
0.5
0.7
1.0
2.0
5.0
7.0

mean (p, q)
(99.0,1.0)
(99.0,1.0)
(98.9,1.1)
(85.9,14.1)
(48.9,51.1)
(44.8,55.2)
(47.4,52.6)

IKFD
0.021±0.006
0.019±0.006
0.020±0.004
0.019±0.009
0.017±0.008
0.102±0.021
0.111±0.027

ISVM
0.021±0.006
0.018±0.004
0.018±0.004
0.029±0.007
0.094±0.057
0.131±0.030
0.237±0.058

IKNMC
0.089±0.027
0.110±0.034
0.118±0.037
0.129±0.041
0.152±0.051
0.218±0.081
0.253±0.093

σ = 0.05 for IKNMC. The test-errors equal 0.083, 0.121
and 0.173, respectively. The perfect point symmetry of
all classifiers in Fig. 2 occurs thanks to the invariant kernel. The table shows that IKNMC is here consistently
worse than IKFD. ISVM performs as well or better than
IKFD for marginal indefiniteness (here σ ≤ 0.1). For
predominantly indefinite data (here σ > 0.1), IKFD outperforms ISVM.
The last two examples are based on non-Euclidean
dissimilarities, a common cause of indefiniteness. We
consider a data set of 2000+2000 polygons corresponding to two classes of polygons with five and seven vertices, respectively. The modified Hausdorff-distance is
applied for computing the pairwise distances, see [10].
We convert this dissimilarity d into similarity by considering the kernel k(x, x′ ) := −d(x, x′ )γ for γ > 0.
The experiment setting is as before, taking 50 + 50
samples for a 10-fold cross-validated parameter selection and training, and then testing on the remaining
3900 examples. In order to address the statistical significance, we repeat this 10 times. The resulting mean
and standard deviations of the test-errors, as well as of
the signatures are reported in Tab. 2 We see that IKFD
and ISVM clearly outperform IKNMC. In the dominant
positive definite case, γ ≤ 0.7, there is no significant difference between the performance of IKFD and ISVM,
while in the remaining indefinite cases IKFD is obviously beneficial, with the overall best result for γ = 2.
The final 5-class data set, called chicken data [11], is
given as a dissimilarity matrix between 446 objects
based on an asymmetric measure d. This give the symmetric but indefinite kernel k(x, x′ ) = −((d(x, x′ ) +
d(x′ , x))/2)2 . The cross-validation, training and testerror determination is based on a 75%/25% train/test
partition. As average test errors over 20 repetitions we
obtain 0.0785±0.034 (IKFD), 0.1029±0.0273 (ISVM)
and 0.2966±0.0496 (IKNMC). This again confirms the
superiority of IKFD over ISVM in the indefinite cases.

5. Conclusions
We have derived the Fisher Discriminant in a pE
space and shown its equivalence to the Fisher Discrim-

inant in the associated Euclidean space. This is an appealing nontrivial property which is invalid for several
other indefinite classifiers, such as ISVM or IKNMC.
Consequently, we obtain more intuitive classification
boundaries in pE spaces than in case of other indefinite classifiers. Further on, Indefinite Kernel Fisher
Discriminant (IKFD) is proposed as an extension of
the traditional KFD. In agreement with the derivation
in a pE space, this leads to the usual KFD algorithm,
but now based on an indefinite kernel matrix. Consequently, IKFD has a sound theoretical basis and can
be applied to indefinite kernels without manipulation of
the kernel matrix. We have demonstrated the classification behavior of IKFD in indefinite spaces and concluded superiority over ISVM and IKNMC in case of
essential indefiniteness. This is of practical importance
for learning from non-Euclidean dissimilarities, kernel
combinations or incorporation of prior-knowledge, e.g.
invariances, into kernels.
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